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Castle”

TEASER

INT.- 5 STAR HOTEL BALL ROOM.  NEW YORK- NIGHT. 

A PARTY AT A VERY HIGH END HOTEL.  A BANNER READS “TREVOR 
DILLON’S CHILDREN FUND.”  THE BANQUET HALL IS DECORATED AS IF 
FOR A PRINCE AND PRINCESS’ 10 YEAR BIRTHDAY PARTY.

INT.- SMALL ROOM. -NIGHT.  

A SIDE ROOM, AN OLDER MAN, TREVOR DILLON, SITS AT A SMALL 
CONFERENCE TABLE IN A TUX READING AN OLD FADED DOCUMENT.  

SOUNDS OF THE PARTY DRIFT IN.  THE WINDOWS ARE OPEN.  A 
LIGHTER, A GLASS OF WATER AND A PITCHER SIT ON THE TABLE.  

WE SEE A SHADOW MOVE OVER HIM.  

TREVOR DILLON
(with a sigh of relief) Oh. Castle.

RICK CASTLE
I thought smoking in here would be 
against hotel policy.  How about I 
don’t turn you in and we call it 
even.  I’m not happy at all about 
this you know that.  

TREVOR DILLON
I’m trying to quit, but it is not 
easy.  Plus all you see is a 
lighter.  You didn’t catch me in 
the act.  And you agreed.  Sorry.  
I am not letting you out of this 
one that easy.  

RICK CASTLE
You know I hate to lose, especially 
to someone I know will never let me 
forget it.

TREVOR DILLON
Not as long as I am breathing I 
won’t.

RICK CASTLE
Keep sneaking smokes than.  

INT- HOTEL PARTY-NIGHT



A woman, MARIA DESA in her 30’s approaches a stage on one end 
of the room.  She is stopped by a young man, TOMMY DELOW, 
30’s, tall pale and though obviously well paid, incredibly 
weak in stance.

TOMMY DELOW
We need to talk...

MARIA DESA
Not now Tommy boy...

TOMMY DELOW
This can’t wait. We have a problem. 
The kid...

MARIA DESA
Unless you tell me he is here and 
can get in, the problem can wait.

TOMMY DELOW
But...

INT- SMALL CONFERENCE ROOM- NIGHT.

TREVOR DILLON IS SEEN GASPING FOR AIR HANGING FROM THE 
CEILING BY HIS TIE.  HIS EYES ROLL AND HE DIES.  

END OF ACT.
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ACT ONE.

INT- BANQUET HALL- NIGHT.

MARTHA ROGERS AND ALEXIS CASTLE are standing by a large table 
covered in party favors and food, decorated as though for a 5 
year old’s birthday party.  Both women are dressed in evening 
dresses.  MARTHA ROGERS picks up a plastic tiara lying on the 
edge of the table.

MARTHA ROGERS 
This brings back memories.  I 
remember your father buying one of 
these for you for Halloween.  

ALEXIS CASTLE
I don’t remember that. How old was 
I?

MARTHA ROGERS
You were two.  You were his little 
princess. 

ENTER RICK CASTLE

RICK CASTLE
You still are?

MARTHA ROGERS
Did you find the old geezer.

RICK CASTLE
You are still upset with him.

MARTHA ROGERS
Why would I be.  I broke up with 
him.  I’m just shocked he is 
holding you to that ridiculous bet.  
Well, did he come to his senses.  

RICK CASTLE
NO.

MARTHA ROGERS
He is just doing this to spite me 
you know.

RICK CASTLE
He invited you to the banquet.  He 
is doing this to promote his 
charity, not to make you miserable.
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MARTHA ROGERS
And you don’t think you spending 
your Christmas in Africa away from 
New York is going to make us happy.

ALEXIS CASTLE
Wait.  Why are you going to Africa 
at Christmas?

MARTHA ROGERS
Your father did not tell you.

ALEXIS CASTLE
No.

RICK CASTLE
I was hoping I could get out of it.  
Offer an alternative.  I got him 
down to a two week tour and a 
character in a future book on the 
subject.

MARTHA ROGERS
Couldn’t you just donate a large 
sum to the cause and leave it at 
that.  

RICK CASTLE
That wasn’t the deal, and now my 
publicist is getting involved.

MARTHA ROGERS
What on earth for?

RICK CASTLE
Trevor owns the company that owns 
the publishing house.

MARTHA ROGERS
So now he owns you.

RICK CASTLE
No one owns me.  He just owns the 
next 3 books I write under my 
contract.  However, my contract 
gives me creative license.  I just 
have to give him something to sell 
my trip to Africa and his campaign 
for kids.  At least it is for a 
good cause.  I could have betted 
that I could smuggle blood diamonds 
out while on tour.
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ALEXIS CASTLE
How did you manage to lose two 
weeks and a trip to Africa?

RICK CASTLE
My pair of Aces to his straight.  
Did not see it coming.  Though the 
bottle of Tequila helped.  Of 
course, Trevor pulled the “think of 
the kids card.” And so off I go.  

MARTHA ROGERS
Fine example of the actions of an 
adult.

ALEXIS CASTLE
I think it is great.  Are you going 
over the school vacation so I could 
go?  

RICK CASTLE
Honey, I’d love it, but we would be 
roughing it.  None of the 
conveniences of modern living.  
Nature would be are bathroom.

ALEXIS CASTLE
I think you doing something to help 
starving children is setting a good 
example for me, and I should be 
there to witness it and Martha can 
come too.

MARTHA ROGERS
Roughing it in the heat and the 
jungle with no hot water access.  
Now I know Trevor did this to get 
to me.

RICK CASTLE
Come on.  You conquered Broadway.  
The hot steamy jungle of New York.  
It is just two weeks in little old 
lion infested Africa.  If you can 
survive the Big Apple, big cats and 
men in tribal skirts won’t hurt 
you. 

INT- ANOTHER PART OF BANQUET HALL- NIGHT.
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A MAN, MARK WINTER, IN A SMART SUIT WALKS OVER WITH A 
CONCERNED LOOK APPROACHES MARIA DESA AND TOMMY DELOW.

MARIA DESA
Mark Darling.

MARK WINTER
We can’t locate the guest of honor.

MARIA DESA
He probably stepped out for air.

TOMMY DELOW
She means a smoke.

MARK WINTER
One of my society writers wants to 
get a quote before the big speech.  

MARIA DESA
I’ll find him.

TOMMY DELOW
I saw him go into one of the side 
conference rooms before I had to 
make a conference call.  

MARIA, WITH TOMMY AT HIS HEELS MOVE TO THE SIDE DOORS TO THE 
HOTEL HALL.  

INT- SIDE CONFERENCE ROOM- NIGHT.

THE ROOM IS DARK.

MARIA ENTERS.  She SCREAMS.

END OF ACT ONE.
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ACT TWO.

INT. CRIME SCENE- NIGHT.

Detectives and police personnel go over the room.  DETECTIVE 
KATE BECKET and medical examiner, LANIE PARISH look up at 
TREVOR DILLON, hanging from the ceiling as a police detective 
snaps photos of the scene.

LANIE PARISH
I would say it is safe to get the 
body down now.  I can’t tell you 
more until we move it. 

KATE BECKET
Death by hanging.

LANIE PARISH
Perhaps.  I want to get a better 
examination to determine if it was 
a suicide.

INT. BALLROOM- NIGHT.

Detective KEVIN RYAN is seen interviewing GINA COWELL, 
publisher.

KEVIN RYAN
Did you see anyone go in or out of 
that room prior to hearing the 
scream.

GINA COWELL
Yes.  Rick Castle.

KEVIN RYAN
Are you sure?

GINA COWELL
Yes.  It was about 20 minutes prior 
to the scream.  I saw him go in and 
then leave about 5 minutes later.  
He did not seem please.

KEVIN RYAN
How do you know?

GINA COWELL
That he seemed unblessed?

KEVIN RYAN
That and who he was?  Are you 
certain.
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GINA COWELL
Yes.  He’s my ex-husband.   I know 
how he gets when he is told he 
needs to go back to square one with 
one of his novels.  That is exactly 
how he looked coming out of that 
room.

At that moment we see RICK CASTLE WALKING UP TO THE SIDE 
ROOM’S ENTRANCE AND BEING WAVED IN BY A COP.  

KEVIN RYAN
Thank you Ms. Cowell.

INT- CRIME SCENE- NIGHT.

RICK CASTLE ENTERS.

RICK CASTLE
No. Way.  

KATE BECKET
No way what.

RICK CASTLE
This was not a suicide.  

KATE BECKET
Who called you?

RICK CASTLE
I was already here.  My turf.  

KATE BECKET
So does that mean you are a homie 
and demand shot gun.

RICK CASTLE
I know the homies here better than 
you do.

NYPD Detective KEVIN RYAN walks in.

KEVIN RYAN
Hate to ruin your party Castle, but 
I just interviewed a couple of 
guests outside, including your ex- 
wife.  Who claim you were seen 
leaving this room about 20 minutes 
before the body was found. 
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RICK CASTLE
Yeah.  Trevor and I had some 
business to discuss, but when I 
left he was breathing.  

KATE BECKET
You know that makes you a witness, 
possibly a suspect.

RICK CASTLE
So...

KEVIN RYAN
Conflict my friend.  

KATE BECKET
Ryan’s right.  Until we get the 
facts and determine otherwise.  You 
have to stay out of this one.

RICK CASTLE
Come on.  We are talking about my 
ex.  How about if I swear I did not 
do it?

KEVIN RYAN
Who claims you left this room 
looking like death warmed over.  

RICK CASTLE
Again, she is my ex- wife.  She is 
just upset because I not only 
divorced her, but killed off the 
golden goose of characters, after 
which I ditched her as my 
publicist.  

KATE BECKET
Procedure.  You are out until we 
rule you out. Ryan, how about 
taking Castle down to the station, 
and we can get his statement there. 

RICK CASTLE
Are you arresting me?

KATE BECKET
(Half kidding) No booking yet.  But 
it seems you may have been the last 
person to see the victim alive.

RICK CASTLE
This is fun to you isn’t it.
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KATE BECKET
I want to make sure we can find who 
really did this without prejudicing 
the case.  You being here could 
compromise what we find.  

RICK CASTLE
Do you honestly think I had 
anything to do with this.

KATE BECKET
I can’t make any statements at this 
time.  

RICK CASTLE
You know there is no way I did 
this.  But you are enjoying every 
minute of it.

KATE BECKET
No comment.  Ryan.

RICK CASTLE
Well look. My mother and daughter 
are here.  Let me tell them they 
can go home.  They were together 
out in the party and can vouch for 
each other.  

KATE BECKET
Promise not to leave town.

RICK CASTLE
Now I know you are enjoying this.  

KEVIN RYAN
Lets go.  If you are a good boy, I 
won’t slap the cuffs on you for the 
ride.  

RICK CASTLE
You wouldn’t go that far.

KATE BECKET
If he does not cooperate, you have 
my permission.

RICK CASTLE
You are really loving this too 
much. 

KATE BECKET
Just doing the job Castle.  
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INT- SECOND LARGER CONFERENCE HOTEL ROOM- NIGHT

DETECTIVE JAVIER ESPOSITO AND DETECTIVE KATE BECKET ARE SEEN 
INTERVIEWING THE VERY PALE MARIA DESA, BEING COMFORTED BY 
MARK WINTER.  TOMMY IS STANDING BY LOOKING EQUALLY ILL.

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
When you went into the room where 
you found the body did you see or 
hear anyone?  Did you see anyone 
else leave the room?

MARK WINTER
Must you question her now?  Can’t 
you see how shaken she is.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Unfortunately your fiance was the 
first person to find the body.  You 
may be able to help us find who did 
this.  Asking you while the images 
are fresh in your mind may help.

MARK WINTER
Didn’t he hang himself.  What more 
is there to determine.

MARIA DESA
It is OK. Mark.

MARK WINTER
Are you sure?

MARIA DESA
I want to get this done so we can 
leave.  All I saw was Trevor 
hanging from the ceiling.  At first 
I did not know it was him, but then 
Tommy hit the light switch and I 
screamed.  His face looked ghastly.  
I can’t believe he did this.

KATE BECKET
How well did you know the victim?

MARIA DESA
He was my boss, mentor, and 
surrogate father.  I am the 
assistant director of his 
philanthropy work overseas.  I 
organized this event in his honor.  
This was supposed to be my night, I 
mean, his night.
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DET. JAVIER ESPOSTO 
And you saw no one enter or leave 
the room?

MARIA DESA
No.

MARK WINTER
I did.  Just prior to the 
discovery.  I was looking for 
Trevor so we could commence the 
festivities.  A reporter from the 
society pages wanted a quick 
statement before he hit the stage 
for his speech. My paper to be 
exact.  And I saw that author, Rick 
Castle, go into the side room.  I 
went to find my reporter to tell 
him to wait by the stages.  And 
continued to search for Trevor.  
Eventually I located my fiance and 
Tommy here talking just inside the 
main banquet area.  

TOMMY DELOW
This could be the kid....

MARIA DESA
Tommy...

TOMMY DELOW
We need to tell them now.  Trevor 
said to keep the police out of it, 
but he’s dead now Maria.

DETT. JAVIER ESPOSITO
What kid?

MARIA DESA
Trevor was getting threatening 
notes and phone calls.  All from 
someone claiming to be Trevor’s 
long lost heir apparent.  

KATE BECKET
Blackmail?

TOMMY DELOW
No.  That would have been easier.  
These were idle threats of 
impending doom if the secret were 
not told.  Trevor told us it was 
just some quack.  
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MARIA DESA
The messages would be in a 
mechanical voice that would say 
things like “Hey Pops.  Remember 
me. The one you left behind.”  
“This is your past come back to 
claim your future.”  “I’m your true 
blood, so yours must spill.”

TOMMY DELOW
Yeah.  Really creepy stuff.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Where are the notes and messages?

MARIA DESA
I think Trevor deleted the messages 
to his machine, but he called my 
line once by accident.  The 
switchboard made a mistake, and I 
think I saved it.  

TOMMY DELOW
YOu saved it?

MARIA DESA

I had a bad feeling about the whole 
mess.

KATE BECKET
Can we have access to them?

MARIA DESA
Yes.

TOMMY DELOW
No.

MARIA DESA
What?

TOMMY DELOW
Now that Trevor is dead, the 
responsibility of the company falls 
on our hands until the estate can 
be worked out.  We should talk to 
our lawyers and get back to you.
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MARK WINTER
And having a lawyer and not having 
to answer a police officers 
questions is a Constitutional 
Right, Det. Esposito is it not?

KATE BECKET
Yes.  But if this was foul play, 
don’t you want to see who ever did 
this get caught?

TOMMY DELOW
I’m sure you can probably get what 
ever warrant you need to make this 
whole mess valid, but for now we 
refuse until told otherwise. Can we 
go now?

MARIA DESA
I want to help, but I think you may 
be right.  I am sorry Detective.  
Mark.  Please take me home.   

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
As witnesses to the crime we could 
detain you.

MARK WINTER
I have to agree with Tommy for 
once.  And I will publish as little 
as possibly of what I just heard 
Detective if it would help.  Are 
they suspects, Detective, and if so 
book them, otherwise I agree with 
Maria.  They should both be allowed 
to go home.  NO more questions.  

KATE BECKET 
We may have more questions for you 
to, Mr. Winter.  You were a guest 
here tonight, so Don’t make any 
travelling plans any time soon. 

PLAIN CLOTHES POLICE OFFICER ENTERS.

OFFICER
Detective Becket, the coroner needs 
to talk to you.  She found 
something.

INT- CRIME SECENE-NIGHT.
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LANIE PARISH
Well I think we can rule out 
suicide.

KATE BECKET
Why? What did you find.

LANIE PARISH
Well by all outside observation he 
died of aphixiation from 
strangulation by his tie.  However, 
I found this piece of paper shoved 
into his mouth and it looks like 
someone forced it there.  He has 
abrasions around his mouth and 
scratches and bruises on his arms.  

KATE BECKET
SO our victim did not hang himslef.  
He was hung.

END OF ACT.
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ACT THREE

INT.- INTERROGATION ROOM-NIGHT

KATE BECKET 
What was your relationship with the 
victim?

RICK CASTLE
Old friends.  I owe him money.

KATE BECKET
You owe him.  

RICK CASTLE
Yes.

KATE BECKET
The richest philanthropist in New 
York.

RICK CASTLE
Yeah. It was a poker game for 
charity.

KATE BECKET
OK.  And why would that make you 
upset.  

RICK CASTLE
Instead of cash, I had waggered 
that I would spend a month in 
Africa as a volunteer with his kids 
project and set at least part of 
one of my books in that country.

KEVIN RYAN
Why would he want you to set part 
of a book there?

KATE BECKET
Draw media attention to the area 
and hopefully add to the political 
and economic support from abroad.  

RICK CASTLE
Pretty much.  And when I left that 
room.  Trevor was fine.  You can 
ask my family.  They knew about the 
deal.  A time consuming trip that I 
only want out of because he wanted 
me to go for Christmas.  
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KATE BECKET
And I guess you don’t have to go 
now.

RICK CASTLE
Actually I just might to honor a 
good man, and my daughter reminded 
me of why I am the apple of her 
eye.  But is a required two week 
trip to Africa and a chapter in my 
next book a reason to kill a man.

KATE BECKET
No.  I’d say it is not.  

RICK CASTLE
So who else do you think might have 
done it.

KATE BECKET
NO can do.

RICK CASTLE
What.  

KATE BECKET
You are still connected to the 
killer and the case.  Can’t let you 
play on this one.  

RICK CASTLE
So I’m still benched.

KATE BECKET
Yep.

RICK CASTLE
Now I know you are just making an 
excuse.  

INT. POLICE DEPARTMENT- MOURNING.

KATE BECKET IS DRINKING COFFEE STANDING IN FRONT OF THE CRIME 
BOARD EXAMINING A LIST OF SUSPECTS AND FACTS.  KEVIN RYAN AND 
DET. ESPOSITO ARE BOTH MAKING COFFEE. KEVIN APPROACHES 
BECKET.

KATE BECKET 
Any word from the lab.
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DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
No fingerprints, fibers, or DNA of 
any kind, other than the paper 
found shoved into the victims 
mouth.  Tox results are not back 
yet.  The paper was old and 
crumpled and covered in saliva and 
what was probably the vic’s stomach 
contents.

KATE BECKET
Yuk.

KEVIN RYAN
Yeah Parish thinks he probably 
started to throw up when he was 
being choked.  It seems the vic was 
partially strangled prior to being 
hung.  He was also appears to have 
been hit in the stomach, possibly 
an attempt to knock him 
unconscious.  

KATE BECKET
Anything on the paper in his 
throat.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Apparently it appears to have been 
a birth certificate.  The name of 
the baby was partially obliterated.  
Last name unreadable.  First name 
John.

KATE BECKET
Any other information.  Birth.  
Parents.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Our John baby Doe’s mother was one 
Crystal Robertson, 16.  Father one 
T. Rob, 25.  The child was born in 
1970.  The rest of the certificate 
was pretty much demolished.  Place 
of birth was New York, but the 
Hospital name was also unreadable.  

KATE BECKET
Why would the killer shove an old 
birth certificate in Trevor 
Dillon’s mouth?
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KEVIN RYAN
Maybe it was just handy.  Trevor 
Dillon, besides being one of the 
richest real estate moguls, was 
also known for his work with 
orphans around the world. 

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
So maybe this was just a record of 
one of the kids he helped.

KATE BECKET
Why would Trevor Dillon have a copy 
of a birth certificate with him 
that night?

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
That is where it really does get 
interesting.  It was not a copy.  
It was the original.

KATE BECKET
So someone tried to choke the 
victim with an original birth 
certificate before hanging him.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Yep.

KATE BECKET
Not certain yet, but lets see what 
we can find.  See if you can find 
out anything about the mother.  

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Do you think this may lead us to 
mystery kid?

KATE BECKET
I’m still trying to get a warrant 
to get the information about the 
threats.  

KEVIN RYAN
You know if Castle were here, one 
call from him and we would have the 
warrant.  

KATE BECKET GIVES KEVIN RYAN THE WE DON”T NEED CASTLE LOOK.

KEVIN RYAN (CONT’D)

I’m just saying.
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INT- RICK CASTLE’S OFFICE- DAY.

RICK CASTLE, AT HIS DESK, LOOKING AT INFORMATION ABOUT TREVOR 
DILLON.  

ENTER ALEXIS CASTLE.

ALEXIS CASTLE
So the police did not throw the 
book at you.

RICK CASTLE
Not you too.

ALEXIS CASTLE
Me too?

RICK CASTLE
Your grandmother last night told me 
she expected to be visiting me in 
San Quinton.  Not terrified your 
old man will end up in the hosgow.

ALEXIS CASTLE
No.  Plus you were only gone for 
ten minutes from the party.  Not 
enough time to kill someone.  
Certainly not enough time to make 
someone hang themselves.

RICK CASTLE
How did you know that?

ALEXIS CASTLE
It is all over the news this 
morning.  

ALEXIS GOES OVER TO THE COMPUTER AND CLICKS ON A LINK.

HE CLICKS ON A VIDEO STREAM. 

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)
Last night billionaire real estate 
mogul and philanthropist to 
children of Africa, TREVOR DILLON 
was found dead in a conference room 
at his Charity Banquet.  The Police 
have not given out a report yet as 
to how he died, but our sources 
tell us he may have hung himself.  
MARIA DESA, director of charitable 
operations for DILLON’s CHILDREN 
NEED A HOME foundation is said to 
have found him.  

(MORE)
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Rumor has it she, and her assistant 
director, Tommy Delow, stand to 
inherit everything, as TREVOR 
DILLON had no children of his own.  

RICK CASTLE 
It looks like, where I don’t have a 
motive, someone else at that party 
did.

INT. POLICE DEPARTMENT- DAY.

Rick Castle and Captain Roy Montgomery are seen standing 
together.  Becket walks up to them.

KATE BECKET
What is Castle doing here?  We 
don’t have anything else tying him 
to this.

RICK CASTLE
Exactly, which is why I’m here. I’m 
back. 

CAPT. ROY MONNTGOMERY
The mayor called.  We’ve been able 
to search the victims personal 
effects and home, but his corporate 
offices have been stalling.  The 
warrant for a search will be here 
within the hour.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO’S DESK PHONE RINGS.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO (ANSWERING PHONE)
Det. Esposito here.  What.  OK 
Maria, calm down.  We will have a 
police car drive out ASAP.  I’ll be 
on my way as well.

KATE BECKET
Maria Desa?

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Apparently she received a package 
this morning at the office.  
Another message from the mystery 
heir.  

KATE BECKET
Did she indicate the contents?

ANNOUNCER (V.O.) (CONT'D)
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DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
No.  Just that it appeared to be 
bleeding and scared the breathe out 
of her.  She does not want to touch 
it until we get there.  

RICK CASTLE
Bleeding.  Grosse.  

KATE BECKET
Didn’t she say the man threatening 
Trevor Dillon said something about 
making blood spill.

RICK CASTLE
Blood spill?

KATE BECKET
We’ll fill you in on the way.  
Ryan.  Stay here and see what you 
can find out about our mystery mom.

KEVIN RYAN
Will do.

KATE BECKET
I better call in a Hazmat team as 
well.

RICK CASTLE
Why?

KATE BECKET
The package could be a bomb or 
otherwise hazardous to our health. 

END OF ACT.
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ACT FOUR

INT- CHILDREN’S HOME CORPORATE OFFICES- DAY

RICK CASTLE, KATE BECKET AND KEVIN RYAN ARE IN A LARGE 
UPSCALE NEW YORK OFFICE.  MARIA DESA AND TOMMY DELOW STAND 
BEHIND THE DESK.  MARIA LOOKS AGITATED.  NAME PLATE ON THE 
DESK READS TREVOR DILLON.  SITTING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE DESK 
IS A PACKAGE WITH A LARGE RED STAIN ON ONE SIDE.  A HAZMAT 
OFFICER HAS CUT THE PACKAGE OPEN TO SHOW A SPILLED CONTAINER 
AND A TOY SEA SAW.  THE TOP OF THE CONTAINER LIES FACE UP ON 
THE DESK FOR ALL TO SEE THE INSIDE.  THE CONTAINER TOP 
APPEARS COVERED WITH LETTERS CUT FROM MAGAZINES.

KATE BECKET
Where did you find the package?

MARIA DESA
That is what is scary.  I found it 
sitting on the desk.  Penny our 
receptionist had to take her kid to 
the doctor this mourning so she has 
not been in yet.  When I left last 
night, there was nothing on the 
desk.  No one has even been in here 
since Trevor’s death.

RICK CASTLE
Could it have been placed there 
before the murder?

MARIA DESA
I was the last person in this 
office the night of the banquet.  I 
came here to get some numbers I 
needed for press contacts for the 
benefit.  The only people who would 
have come in here would have been 
the cleaning staff, but last night 
I know they left before me.

TOMMY DELOW
Can we go into the next room 
please.  That package is just fowl.

MARK WINTER
I agree.  Can I take my fiance into 
the next room.

MARIA DESA
My heart is fine Tommy.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
Your heart.
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MARIA DESA
I have a heart condition.  Birth 
defect.  Nothing that should kill 
me, but the doctors have told me I 
need to keep my stress levels to a 
minimum just to be safe.

RICK CASTLE
How many people know about your 
condition?

MARIA DESA
Friends, Tommy, my fiance, Trevor, 
anyone who was at the Christmas 
party last year.

TOMMY DELOW
She passed out and we had to rush 
her to the hospital.

KATE BECKET
OK Maria.  Mr. Delow please take 
her into her office, but don’t go 
anywhere just yet.  We may have 
some more questions for you.

MARIA DESA AND TOMMY DELOW EXIT.

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
HAZMAT says it appears to be a 
container of pigs blood.  Just in 
case they are running a tox on it.  
No one is to touch it until they 
finish.  The inside lid reads.  “I 
am the heir apparent. And you are 
my Queen.” 

RICK CASTLE
OK.  What is all this with heritage 
and birth right?  

KATE BECKET
Someone’s delusional and thinks 
that this company owed them 
something.

RICK CASTLE
Well what is Trevor Dillon famous 
for if not finding children homes, 
roots, heritage.  Maybe someone 
thought they deserved more from 
him.  
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KATE BECKET
We need to get a list then of 
anyone Dillon may have found a home 
for who later expressed anger or 
regret about it.  

RICK CASTLE
Or maybe it is someone who stands 
to benefit overall.  

KATE BECKET
Esposito, can you go into Maria 
Desa’s office.  Ask her if she 
knows of any disgruntled employees 
or anyone who may have not been 
happy with Trevor Dillon. I think 
we should make sure she gets 
protection.  

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
No problem.

RICK CASTLE
Easy assignment lucky guy.

DET. JAVIER ESPOSITO
How so?

RICK CASTLE
Protecting a beautiful girl.  

ESPOSITO EXITS.  

KATE’s PHONE RINGS.

KATE BECKET 
Got it.  On our way. (She hangs up 
the phone.)

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
Turns out that Crystal Robertson 
was an orphan at Maria’s orphanage 
on the lower east side. 

RICK CASTLE
St. Maria’s? I know that place.

KATE BECKET
One of the largest orphanages on 
the east side now.  

RICK CASTLE
Yeah.  But do you know why?
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KATE BECKET
I know you are going to tell me.

RICK CASTLE
Trevor Dillon started his campaign 
to save children by building up St. 
Maria’s Orphanage.  It was his 
first philanthropic act after he 
earned his first million. 

KATE BECKET
Wonder what the start of his 
charity, has to do with a child 
born to an underage girl in an 
orphanage and this “heir apparent.”

RICK CASTLE
I don’t know but this is getting 
very very interesting.

KATE BECKET
What was that?

RICK CASTLE
My Charlie Chan impression.

KATE BECKET
OK.

RICK CASTLE
Come on.  That was a good one.

INT. ST. MARIA’S ORPHANAGE DIRECTOR’S OFFICE- DAY.

SISTER ELIZABETH, A SOUT OLDER WOMAN IN HER 60S OR 70S sits 
behind an old desk in an office cramped with files and old 
toys on shelves.  KATE BECKET AND RICK CASTLE SIT IN CHAIRS 
OPPOSITE.

SISTER ELIZABETH
So that is what was taken.

KATE BECKET
Taken?

SISTER ELIZABETH
We had a break in a few months ago.  
We were in the process of taking 
the old birth certificates from 
storage and scanning them in to a 
computer database.  

RICK CASTLE
You could afford the process.
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SISTER ELIZABETH
Trevor Dillon could afford the 
process.  

RICK CASTLE
I knew this was one of his favorite 
charities.

SISTER ELIZABETH
It was more than that too him.  We 
lost a true benefactor when he 
died.

KATE BECKET
What was his connection to the 
orphanage.

SISTER ELIZABETH
I am not at liberty to say.

KATE BECKET
Trevor Dillon is dead.  And surely 
any confidences died with him, and 
the birth certificate for Crystal 
Robertson’s child was found on the 
body.  Is there a significance to 
that.

SISTER ELIZABETH
Oh. Dear.  Possibly.  

RICK CASTLE
Crystal was an orphan here.  

SISTER ELIZABETH
Yes. And unfortunately she left 
this world with two more orphans.

KATE BECKET
She died.

SISTER ELIZABETH
In childbirth.  She gave birth to 
twins.  A girl and a boy.  

RICK CASTLE
What happened to them?

SISTER ELIZABETH
The girl was adopted into a wealthy 
family who raised her well.  But 
the boy was lost in the system.  

(MORE)
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Social services removed him from an 
abusive foster family when he was 
10, and he ran away.  Disappeared 
after that.

RICK CASTLE
You know where the girl is now 
don’t you?

SISTER ELIZABETH
Yes.  And I doubt she had anything 
to do with what happened to Rob.  

KATE BECKET
Rob?

SISTER ELIZABETH
Sorry.  Trevor’s middle name.  It 
is what I called him as a boy.

KATE BECKET
You knew Trevor Dillon as a child?

SISTER ELIZABETH
Well I guess this mush won’t hurt.  
Trevor grew up in this orphanage.  
Back then he went by Trevor Rob.  
Added the Dillon later in life.  I 
think to remove the past and start 
anew.  

RICK CASTLE
Look if what you just said is true, 
we may need to know where is 
Crystal’s daughter today.

SISTER ELIZABETH
Again, I don’t think that young 
woman had anything to do with 
murder.

KATE BECKET
Maybe not Sister, but we have a 
person claiming that they are the 
heir to Trevor Dillon and who ever 
this person is, they are probably  
the one who killed him.  This is a 
murder investigation and the killer 
could kill again.   

RICK CASTLE
Look.  Someone sent Maria Desa a 
container of pigs blood this 
mourning.

SISTER ELIZABETH (CONT'D)
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KATE BECKET
Castle!

SISTER ELIZABETH
Maria?

KATE BECKET
Wait.  You know Maria Desa?

RICK CASTLE
She is not just the legal heir to 
Trevor Dillon, but the blood heir 
as well.  Correct?

KATE BECKET’S PHONE RINGS.

KATE BECKET
OK. Ryan.  On our way.

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
Someone broke into Maria Desa’a 
apartment and trashed the place.  
They left the same calling card as 
in the office this mourning as 
well, except it is all over the 
walls and floor.  

SISTER ELIZABETH
Oh for the love of Mary!

RICK CASTLE
Any idea who Trevor’s son could be.

SISTER ELIZABETH
No.  I wish I did.  If what you are 
telling is true though, Maria needs 
to be guarded.  Trevor tried to 
find the boy, but even his 
resources were not enough.  It is 
as though someone had erased the 
child’s existence. 

RICK CASTLE
Any distinguishing marks.

SISTER ELIZABETH
Excuse me.

RICK CASTLE
Birth marks or anything that would 
distinguish the child from others.
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SISTER ELIZABETH
I was there when the twins were 
born and their mother passed on.  
God bless her soul.  John has a 
birthmark.  It is a black mole in 
the shape of a diamond on his 
stomach right next to the belly 
button which is an outie.  

END OF ACT.
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ACT FIVE:

Int.- Maria Desa’s Manhatten Flat- Day.

MARIA DESA
I came home and found it sitting 
outside.  Mark met me here and he 
picked it up before I could stop 
him and it went red.  

RICK CASTLE
Someone really wanted to make sure 
you got the message ASAP.

KATE BECKET
How so?

RICK CASTLE
Same package at two locations.  It 
is as though our killer wanted to 
make sure that no matter where you 
went today you got the message.  

KEVIN RYAN
Hey Becket. Come take a look at 
this.

The package at the door has been moved inside and opened by 
HAZMAT.  Inside was a message in magazine letters “Two down- 
the false father and the false heir- and now there is just us 
for all.”

RICK CASTLE
OK.  Back to the inheritance theme.  

KATE BECKET
Yeah but what does it mean.

RICK CASTLE
Of course.  

KEVIN RYAN
You going to include us in.

RICK CASTLE
The false father is obviously 
Trevor Dillon.

KATE BECKET
And the false heir.
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RICK CASTLE
Not sure.  Maria is here safe and 
sound. So who else could be a 
false...Oh.

KATE BECKET
What?

RICK CASTLE
Where is Delow?

KATE BECKET
He was last seen leaving the Dillon 
corporate building for his car.

MARIA DESA
We left him in the parking garage.  
Mark walked me to his car before 
going to his.

MARK WINTER
I went straight to my car after I 
made sure Maria was safely on her 
way.

KATE BECKET
Did you come straight home Maria?

MARIA DESA
No.  I stopped at the store.  Mark 
and I were going to have a quite 
evening together and I went to buy 
food for dinner.

KATE BECKET
So you two were possibly the last 
ones to see Delow?

Kate’s Phone rings.

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
Yes sir.  When.  Will be there.

Kate hangs up.

KATE BECKET (CONT’D)
We need to go check out a car.

RICK CASTLE
A car?  But don’t we need...

Kate gives Castle a look that says just shut up.  
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RICK CASTLE (CONT’D)
Ok.  We will talk to you two later.  

MARIA DESA
Is there word on Tommy?

KATE BECKET
We will let you know when we find 
out.

EXT. NEW YORK STREET - DAY.

RICK CASTLE
What car do we need to check?’

KATE BECKET
They found Delow’s car, abandoned 
in an alley about 10 minutes from 
the Dillon structure.  

RICK CASTLE
Any sign of Delow.

KATE BECKET
Yeah.  He was in trunk.  Dead.  
Looks like strangled, but the 
Coronor has not arrived yet.

RICK CASTLE
So wait.  If he is dead, then the 
false heir is gone. 

KATE BECKET
False heir?

RICK CASTLE
Stay with me on this.  According to 
the messages left to us by the man 
claiming to be the rightful heir, 
he wanted to get rid of the false 
father and rightful heir.

KATE BECKET
Ok.

RICK CASTLE
Well according to what we know, the 
heir’s of Dillon’s estate are Desa 
and Delow.  We know that possibly 
Desa is not a false heir but the 
real deal.
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KATE BECKET
Are you saying that maybe Trevor 
Dillon left half his estate to 
Tommy Delow because he thought he 
was his long lost son, but he is 
not.

RICK CASTLE
Score.

KATE BECKET
But a DNA test would answer that 
question.

RICK CASTLE
Well maybe Trevor gave up on 
finding the son and just decided to 
give half his estate to Delow for 
his years of service. 

KATE BECKET
If that is true, than the killer is 
possibly Trevor Dillon’s real 
biological son.

RICK CASTLE
Or someone who thinks they are.

KATE BECKET
So how do we find a person that a 
billionaire could not find.  

RICK CASTLE
The queen!

KATE BECKET
Queen?

RICK CASTLE
Maria?

Kate hands Castle his phone.

KATE BECKET
Call Ryan.  Tell him we need to 
keep someone watching Maria Desa 
24/7.

RICK CASTLE
Ryan.  Yeah.  Kate’s driving.  We 
think Maria Desa’s life is in 
danger.  

(MORE)
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We need to make sure she is watched 
round the clock and we need to 
check anyone who may have access to 
her apartment and the offices. .... 
OK.... Thanks.

KATE BECKET
And.

RICK CASTLE
Maria left with her finace about 5 
minutes ago for a picnic.  Ryan’s 
going to go after them until he can 
get some backup.

KATE BECKET
OK.  Lets go check out the body, 
but then I think I want to question 
Maria again.  Who ever is doing 
this has to be someone close.

RICK CASTLE
What do we know about the fiance.

KATE BECKET
Mark Winters.  News man.  Worked 
his way up from nothing.  

RICK CASTLE
Why have I not heard of him until 
this week.

KATE BECKET
He primarily owned economic 
magazines and tech journals, but a 
few months ago he acquired a 
controlling share in Premier Press.

RICK CASTLE
Making him owner of two of the 
biggest society rags in New York.

KATE BECKET
Exactly.  Up until a month ago 
though, he kept a low profile with 
the press and paper, until his 
paper broke that story about the 
cheating heiress.

RICK CASTLE
Oh yeah.  

RICK CASTLE (CONT'D)
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KATE BECKET
The times did a spread on him.  As 
I recall they called him the Oliver 
of New York.

RICK CASTLE
Why?

KATE BECKET
He worked his way out of the Foster 
Home system.

RICK CASTLE 
Foster homes?  Mark Winters was an 
orphan. 

KATE BECKET
Yeah.  And he is about the same age 
as Maria.

RICK CASTLE
Yeah.

KATE BECKET
I think Tommy Delow’s body can 
wait.

RICK CASTLE
You think.

Kate Becket hits the lights on her car and makes a sharp 
turn.

END OF ACT
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ACT SIX
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